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Designing 
Sustainable 
Futures 
New modes of education that prepare the ‘missing middle’ or 
K-16 education pipeline to effectively drive the creative economic engine, need to be explored. (Carnevale & Desrochers, 2002: 18-22)
Circles by Carl Sandburg
The white man drew a small circle in the sand"
And told the red man “This is what the Indian "
Knows” and drawing a big circle around the"
Small one, “This is what the white man knows.”"
The Indian took the stick and swept an immense "
Ring around both circles: “This is where the"
White man and the red man know nothing”
100 Futures, 2011 - 2014:
A multi-disciplinary middle school art + design program, yr 6 – 8, KGSC
“jumpstART”, years 6,7  
“designing futures” program, year 7,
art + design excellence program, year 8

•  Since 2011, approximately 350 middle school students,
•  14 artist/designer residencies
•  immersion events
•  associated curatorial program
•  tertiary mentors
•  participatory action research
•  web documentation
middle school art + design excellence, 
100 big ideas:
building curriculum from
ground zero, connecting 
local and global ideas 
in a time of change

•  time
•  cities
•  biosphere
•  food
•  population
•  waste
•  energy
•  climate
•  transport
•  body










100 learners = 100 futures
students themselves are
stakeholders in creating 
sustainable futures
middle school learners,
in step with C21st milestones

all C21st learners need:
•  agency
•  creative and critical thinking
•  flexibiilty
•  risk and failure
•  connectivity
Innovation is required in OECD economies to ensure 
alignment of education with the 21st century 
knowledge economy/society, building capacities of 
life-learning skills, creativity & innovation. 
(Centre for Educational Research and Innovation, 
2008:3)
“futuring”* 
“the future is not empty, but cluttered with all the things
we have thrown into it, … we all need to work together to
design better futures…”*
hign value goals include,
inclusivity & participation, 
empowerment & …. resilience

• “metadesign” (Wood 2007; Attainable Utopias Ltd 2011)
• co-design & co-creation as part of metadesign (Giaccardi 2005)
• “design activism” (Fuad-Luke 2009)
• *“design futuring” (Fry 2009)
Education is intrinsically about preparing for 
the future. But what future? Will it be a future 
worth having?

* Les Hooper, Natalie Wright, Sue Welch. Wicked Futures: metadesign, 
resilience and transformative classrooms. Paper presented at DRS // 
CUMULUS, The 2nd International Conference for Design Education 
Researchers, Oslo 2013.

wicked “futuring”
(the future is not empty…)

populating the future with:
•  alternative possibilities
•  provocations
•  fictions  (science fictions)
•  speculative fictions
•  what-if scenarios

Circles by Carl Sandburg
The white man drew a small circle in the sand"
And told the red man “This is what the Indian "
Knows” and drawing a big circle around the"
Small one, “This is what the white man knows.”"
The Indian took the stick and swept an immense "
Ring around both circles: “This is where the"
White man and the red man know nothing”
disruptive thinking
making space for divergent ideas




•  Human Centred Design
•  Metadesign
•  Zero-waste design
•  Slow design
•  Anti-design
•  Biomimicry
•  Design for the 90%
•  Design activism





art + design can be friends
pedagogy + ideation

•  studio based
•  framing and reframing (questions)
•  empathy + user experience
•  collaboration and co-creation
•  iteration
•  embodied thinking
•  emergent thinking
•  communication
expand the conversation:
art, design, science, 
anthropology, chemistry, 
history, psychology…
talking across discipline boundaries, 
(joining the contest of ideas)

Genetics
Biodiversity
Urbanism





    thinking about (design and art) thinking:

•  cross-disciplinary, holistic, consensual, ethical, transcending problem-
oriented approach (Wood 2007)
•  cultural shift from concept of design as ‘planning’ to design as 
‘seeding’ (Giaccardi 2005:348)
•  constructive mode of design converging art & science (Giaccardi 
2005:348)
•   “co-creation: a shared design endeavour aimed at sustaining, 
emergence, evolution & adaptation” (Giaccardi 2005:347).
   
   !
tools
(toolkits)
reaching from the known 
towards the unknown:

(visual) metaphor
(visual) story 
•  idea incubation > mobilising innovation
•  value negotiation –  financial/ecological/ethical/
social value trade-offs
•  visualisation of the intangible – modelling new 
systems, strategies  
•  coping with uncertainty > navigation of complexity 
– helping to profile impact of emergent ideas on 
future opportunities
•  profiling the user > mediation among stakeholders 
– building understanding of all stakeholders 
requirements/motivations of stakeholders
sustainability…resilience

learners who retain agency
leaners who can imagine and create
learners who can adapt
learners who can embrace uncertainty
relationships, connections
“These kids are my super-heroes . . . I watched 
them grapple with food miles Maths, an edible 
bling dinner party, blenders and fusion icy pops 
before getting down to the stuff of redesigning 
what we can do to green our food systems. Move 
over food monopolies—the kids are coming—and 
they are good!” 

[Sophie Munns, artist in residence, 
100 Futures 2012 -14]
partners
connecting to community
•  mentors, professional, tertiary
•  residencies (art + design + science)
•  immersion events
•  exhibitions and actions
•  “PAR” research*
* participatory action research
•  internal school based research conducted by 
volunteer researcher
•  tailored questionnaires for each group of 
participants 
•  (Bradburn, Sudman and Warsink, 2004; Frazer and 
Lawley, 2000)
•  recursive spiral research process - questioning, 
reflecting, dialoguing & decision-making - reflects 
student design processes (McIntyre, 2008:6)
•  practical, participative and collaborative, 
emancipatory and egalitarian, interpretive, critical 
(Zuber-Skeritt 2012:8)
•  PAR feedback shared with all participants 
(including funding body)
•  website publicly shares info for benefit of schools, 
prospective students & parents
designing futures:

saving humpty 
(safe landings for soft bodies)

broccolli and other problems (edible futures)

zero-waste chair: 
(somewhere to sit that doesn’t cost the 
earth)
2 day city
imagining Brisbane, 2050
2 day city
imagining Brisbane, 2050
botanica, freeze museum
biodiversity, time, change, sound
strategies for sustainability
in contested eco-systems

visibility
access
feeding value back into the system
action research
resisting convergence
expressing divergence
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